


The BookMarks is an absurdist improv comedy

featuring two leads, three supporting actors,

and a five member ensemble.

Two best friends, bonded by their love of

writing and reading, start a book review

podcast to better prepare them to become the

next big literary stars.



Episodes Per Season: 12

Average Episode Length: 30 Min.

Website: www.wgcproductions.com/thebookmarks

Instagram: @withgoodco

Twitter: @withgoodco

Tumblr: wgc-productions

Facebook: WGC ProductionsEmail: connect@withgoodco.com

Phone: (813) 355-8458Patreon: www.patreon.com/withgoodco



Even though Mark eats off silver spoons and Marquelle is more used to plastic, the

two are best friends, bonded over their love of reading and their shared goal of

writing the NextGreatAmericanNovel(TM).

Their podcast, The BookMarks, is where they review the hottest new books,

interview interesting authors, and get into book-related hijinks. And in a world

like their's the hijinks can become fantastical.

But no matter how strange and otherworldly their shennagains are, they always meet

it with heart, compasionate, and their deep bond of friendship.



Mark Bookerson

Marquelle Bookerson

Kennifer "Ken" Bookerson

Jess Bookerson

Berlin Sohal

Mark is a friendly, if a little snobbish,

young Black man with an inexhaustible hope for

the future. He tries very hard to be in tune

with his privilege, but there are just some

blind spots you get when your family spends

every summer in their French lake house.

Marquelle is a fighter. After her parents

mysteriously disappeared in the Bermuda

Triangle, she had to step up and take care of

her nine siblings. In her heart of hearts she

wants to write a book that changes the world,

but that rarely happens for girls like her.

Mark’s obnoxious older brother who, while

genuinely supportive of Mark’s choices, is an

absolute dick about everything. 

Marquelle’s little sister who currently works

as a waiter and draws on the side. Marquelle

is pretty much her hero, though she resents

her sister's overprotectiveness. 

Mark’s Ex-Girlfriend and Recent New York Times

Bestseller. She is effortlessly cool and cares

about the rainforest and drinks out of jars,

all of which is part of why Mark is still so

hung up on her.  



As a long-form improv show, outlines were written for each episode so

that multi-episode and multi-season arcs could be loosely plotted

while still allowing the actors the freedom to riff and improvise as

much as possible.

Episodes 1-6 and the Thanksgiving Special were written by Jade

Madison Scott. Episodes 7-11 and The Christmas Special were written

by Alex Morgan.

Once finalized, the episodes are emailed to the cast. At the

beginning of each recording session, a table read is held and actors

ask questions. The director clarifies their vision and they begin.

Due to the nature of improv, the actors constantly introduce new

elements and ideas. This can lead to rewriting outlines which is a

delight to all.



Producers: Jade Madison Scott

Alex Morgan

Cast: Cody Smith (Mark Bookerson)

Virginia Lee (Marquelle Bookerson)

Cameron Hodges (Ken Bookerson)

Meredith Nudo (Berlin Sohal, Becky The

Teenage Girl)

Rebecca Sternberg (Jess Bookerson)

Julian Dailey (Jackson Jackson,

Christan Wilde, Mr. Miller)

Elanna White (Isabelle Ichoramus, Old

Woman, Janice The Teenage Girl,

Ashhlleeighqqz123) 

Cast:

Julie Mallet-Paret (Ring Announcer, The

Bookstore Keeper, Librarian)

Will Stokes (The Florist, Shoeless Boy,

Chris Welch)

Jodi Hansen (The Soup, Bank Robber,

Little Girl With Bread)

Outliners: Jade Madison Scott

Alex Morgan

Directors: Jade Madison Scott

Alex Morgan

Sound Designer: Jade Madison Scott

Logo Artist: Julia Patrick


